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Abstract—Massive taxi trajectory data is exploited for knowledge discovery in transportation and urban planning. Existing tools
typically require users to select and brush geospatial regions on a map when retrieving and exploring taxi trajectories and passenger
trips. To answer seemingly simple questions such as “What were the taxi trips starting from Main Street and ending at Wall Street
in the morning?” or “Where are the taxis arriving at the Art Museum at noon typically coming from?”, tedious and time consuming
interactions are usually needed since the numeric GPS points of trajectories are not directly linked to the keywords such as “Main
Street”, “Wall Street”, and “Art Museum”. In this paper, we present SemanticTraj, a new method for managing and visualizing taxi
trajectory data in an intuitive, semantic rich, and efficient means. With SemanticTraj, domain and public users can find answers to
the aforementioned questions easily through direct queries based on the terms. They can also interactively explore the retrieved data
in visualizations enhanced by semantic information of the trajectories and trips. In particular, taxi trajectories are converted into taxi
documents through a textualization transformation process. This process maps GPS points into a series of street/POI names and
pick-up/drop-off locations. It also converts vehicle speeds into user-defined descriptive terms. Then, a corpus of taxi documents
is formed and indexed to enable flexible semantic queries over a text search engine. Semantic labels and meta-summaries of the
results are integrated with a set of visualizations in a SemanticTraj prototype, which helps users study taxi trajectories quickly and
easily. A set of usage scenarios are presented to show the usability of the system. We also collected feedback from domain experts
and conducted a preliminary user study to evaluate the visual system.
Index Terms—Taxi Trajectories, Taxi Document, Textualization, Name Query, Semantic Interaction, Text Search Engine
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I NTRODUCTION

Advanced sensing technologies and computing infrastructures have
produced a variety of trajectory data of humans and vehicles in urban
spaces. Taxi trajectory data records realtime moving paths sampled
as a series of positions associated with vehicle attributes over urban
road networks. Massive trajectory data contains abundant knowledge
about a city and its citizens which has been widely used in urban computing [40]. Exploratory visualization systems are demanded to study
taxi trajectories with efficient user interaction and instant visual feedback. However, users often need to select, brush, and filter regions on
maps to interact with GPS points and trajectory paths. Complex operations are needed to complete some straightforward tasks. We give two
scenarios as examples:
• Scenario 1: A shopping mall has a plan to open shuttle buses
for their customers. Its manager wants to investigate where and
when visitors take taxis to the mall.
Task 1: “For the taxi trips arriving at the shopping mall, what are
their major pick-up locations? ”
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• Scenario 2: Two witnesses reported a criminal suspect taking
a taxi passing South Street and North Street between 3pm and
3:20pm. A policeman wants to find suspicious taxi paths.
Task 2: “What are the taxi trips passing South Street and North
Street between 3pm and 3:20pm? What are the other streets/POIs
they visited?”
For Task 1, the manager needs to: (1) select a region enclosing the
mall on the map to display drop-off points; (2) select a given time
period; (3) brush to filter those points related to this mall inside this
region; (4) display the corresponding pick-up points of passenger trips
on the map; (5) observe the map to find hot locations with a high
density of pick-up points; (6) find the streets and POIs of these hot
locations. Then, the candidate streets/POIs for shuttle stops are found.
For Task 2, the policeman needs to (1) select a region around North
Street on the map; (2) select the time period from 3pm to 3:20pm in a
time selection tool (e.g., a slider); (3) brush to select all GPS sample
points residing on North street; (4) display the GPS points in the same
taxi trips with the selected points from (3); (5) repeat steps (1)-(3) to
select points on South Street. After these steps, the required taxi trips
are found; (6) Find other streets they also passed.
Apparently, these interaction steps require non-professional users
to be trained for the map-based operations. Advanced trajectory filtering tools [2] are designed where users can visually operate specific
filters such as lens on maps (e.g., [20, 24]). The learning curve may
deter some domain or public users. Can we help the users complete
the query tasks in an alternative way, akin to querying over keywords
in a search engine? For example, can the policeman simply input ”Select trips on North Street AND South Street AND [3pm, 3:20pm]” for
Task 2? Then, the resulting trips are visualized on maps together with
intuitive text labels, or through a short textual summary, so that the
policeman can immediately find the requested street names. Such interactions are natural and easy to conduct for city residents and general
practitioners.
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Fig. 1. SemanticTraj framework of processing, searching and visualizing taxi trajectory data.

In this paper, we develop SemanticTraj to enable such new interactions for studying taxi trajectory data. It supports non-professional
users to retrieve taxi trips by giving street or POI (Point of Interest)
names, speed descriptions, and their boolean combinations. These
terms are referred to as semantic information in this paper. Then, users
can visually study the results with a set of visual representations enhanced by the semantic information.
Most people are familiar with the process of phrasing queries as
keywords to dig up information. In SemanticTraj, the experience is
extended to taxi trajectory data, leading to a new paradigm of the interaction between users and trajectory data, in addition to selection or
brushing over maps. In particular, taxi trajectory data is transformed
into “taxi documents” by a process of “textualization”, which projects
a GPS point to a street or POI name, and maps a numerical speed value
into a descriptive term (e.g., slow, normal, fast). The semantic information gives direct cues of geographical and transportation information
for users living in the city. Users are allowed to retrieve matching data
from keywords of interest using text search engine (Apache Lucene
in our experiments). Moreover, the data management and query performance is highly efficient in the engine with well-designed index
schemes. Therefore no specific data structures are needed to manage
trajectory data over grids and trees. Interactive visualization is well
supported by the fast computation over big taxi data. Furthermore,
users can flexibly query taxi documents by wildcard, boolean, fuzzy,
proximity and range search with semantic hints. To the best of our
knowledge, our approach is the first to employ text search engine in
managing and querying taxi trajectories.
The semantic information of query results is integrated with visual
representations and interactions to promote easy understanding. First,
textual labels are added on taxi traces and streets in the map view. It is
well known that text/title information is the most effective visual cues
for users [6]. Users reading the labels can immediately get ideas about
the search results. Second, a meta-summary of the taxi trajectories is
provided to present their mobility features. Each individual trajectory
also has a meta-summary of its own behavior. Users can directly refine
the query results by interacting with keywords in the meta-summaries.
In summary, our major contribution is a novel approach for effective
interaction with big taxi data. First, our approach uses textualization to
map trajectory data to taxi documents. Second, our approach manages
and queries the taxi documents in a text search engine. Third, we have
developed a fully working prototype for this approach. It allows users
to visually explore trajectories with enriched semantic information. A
set of usage scenarios are presented to illustrate its usability.
2

R ELATED W ORK

Our project is related to the mining and visual analysis of trajectory
data. It also provides a new way of spatial data management. Meanwhile, semantic information is utilized in our system. Therefore, we
introduce the related work in these three directions.
2.1 Trajectory Data Mining and Visual Analysis
Trajectories of human and vehicle motions are one of the most important data used in urban data analytics [42]. Utilizing the trajectory data
has been categorized into three main categories: the study of the collective behavior of a city’s population, the traffic flow, and the operators
(e.g. drivers) [8]. For instance, vehicle trajectory data has been used in

traffic monitoring and prediction [26], personalized route recommendation [13], urban planning [41], driving routing [34, 35], extracting
geographical borders [29], service improvement [36], and energy consumption analysis [37]. Public transit trajectories are used in bus arrival time predictions [44], user’s transportation mode inference [44],
and travellers’ spending optimization [21].
The analytical tasks are supported by visualizing the spatialtemporal data [2], where the techniques combine map-based displays
and information visualization techniques [23]. Andrienko et al. [1]
transformed GPS-tracked trajectories into aggregated flows between
areas to depict important moving patterns over a city. Wang et al. [33]
explored traffic data recorded on sparsely distributed cells in a city. Liu
et al. [22] presented a visual analytics system of route diversity. Wang
et al. [32] presented an interactive analysis system for urban traffic congestion. Pu et al. [28] visually monitored and analyzed complex traffic
situations in big cities. Wang et al. [31] presented a visual reasoning approach for the data-driven transport assessment on urban roads.
It supports dynamic query of traffic situations within a bi-directional
hash structures on a spatial grid. Ferreira et al. [15] allowed users
to visually query taxi trips on spatio-temporal constraints, which was
designed only for queries over the pick-up and drop-off pairs.
2.2 Spatial Trajectory Management
Spatial indexing mechanisms such as minimum bounding rectangles
(MBR) and hierarchical trees [25] are often used over a spatial division.
Indexing trajectory data requires extra work in maintaining the links
between sampling points. R-tree [17] and its extensions (e.g., [14])
build MBRs based on clusters of trajectory segments. Other methods maintained the linkage of samples and time indexes over fixed
grid cells (e.g. over quadtree) (e.g. [9, 12]). Sample points can be
hashed [31, 43] on a cell to achieve a fast query. Our method is distinguished from them by managing trajectories as textual documents
and performing queries over the documents where no spatial MBRs or
trees are needed.
Managing massive trajectories with traditional methods requires
careful design and optimization of computer systems. For instance,
SETI [9] and TrajStore [12] store trajectory segments that are spatially close on the same disk partitions and memory pages to accelerate
query processing. Our method instead utilizes the data management
capability of the text search engines, where the system level data optimization is well-developed including memory and disk use, caching,
encoding and compression [7].
2.3 Semantic Trajectory Management
Many approaches enrich trajectories by associating locations with
semantic meanings such as labelling user activities or place names
(e.g., Restaurant, Theater). A survey paper well discussed current
approaches for modeling and analysis of semantic trajectories [27].
The concepts of semantic subtrajectories, points, geographical places,
events, etc. were proposed in a concept model [5]. A knowledge-based
framework was also presented for semantic enrichment and analysis
of moving data [16]. Activity trajectory similarity query (ATSQ) [39]
supported searching activities through a specific grid-index combined
with inverted index of a predefined set of activities. A hybrid index
structure (GIKI) further organized the trajectories with both spatial
and textual similarity [38]. These methods partitioned trajectories into
segments by considering spatial, temporal and semantic features. They

were designed for finding trajectories with predefined activity terms in
regions. Our aim is different which is to visualize trajectories by exact
street names, status, and time ranges. Streets become the major query
units instead of regions and the search is enabled by text search engine
after mapping GPS points to street names.
Su et al. [30] generated a short descriptive text of a trajectory by selecting features of trajectory segments. Annotated semantics was also
used for automatic insight externalization [10]. Chu et al. [11] studied massive trajectories as a document corpus based on similar transformation where LDA topic modeling is employed. However, their
work found hidden themes of population movement and did not provide query functions to retrieve data.
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We refer the process of converting an attribute in the raw data to a text
term as “textualization”. In general, the aim is to create semantic-rich
forms by externalizing associated contextual information of the original data. Domain knowledge and user input are then incorporated into
the transformed data. We transform massive taxi data in the following
ways:
1. Each geographical location of latitude and longitude is mapped
to the street name it resides. Such a transformation process is
implemented through road matching to find the closest street of
a given position where we follow the implementation in [11]. As
a result, a sequence of GPS points over a trajectory are mapped
into a taxi’s traversed streets.
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(b)

• 0.01Km/h≤speed<20Km/h 7→ Slow,
• 20Km/h≤speed<60Km/h 7→ Normal,
• 60Km/h≤speed<100Km/h 7→ Fast,
• 100Km/h≤speed 7→ Very Fast.
In this way, text search can quickly find specific behavior described by the terms, such as identifying speeding drivers with
Very Fast. Such a mapping is currently predefined after consulting local drivers. It can be configured by domain users based on
their specific knowledge and aims in practical applications.

• Task1: Taxi trips passing a street in a given time period;
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Speed
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• speed<0.01Km/h 7→ Stop,

SemanticTraj allows users to retrieve and visually explore a taxi trajectory dataset such as:

Figure 1 shows the framework of SemanticTraj. First, raw taxi trajectories are processed and transformed into taxi documents through
“textualization”, which projects geographic locations to streets, and
maps speed values to descriptions. A taxi document can be a trip
document consisting of the streets a taxi passed with passengers. It
can also be a trajectory document including all streets a taxi traversed
in a time period. The trajectory dataset of all taxis is converted to
a taxi document corpus. Indexing schemes are designed for the corpus to manage the taxi documents using a text search engine. Then
with an interactive visual system, users query the data by a variety
of convenient text search functions, and the query results are visually
presented. Rich semantic information is conveyed through semantic
labels and meta-summaries, which enable easy and fast understanding
of the query results. Users can operate on the visual interface to refine
and explore the results for insight discovery.

Drop-off Time

2. The associated attributes are transformed to semantical information. The numeric travel speed is converted to a descriptive term
as:

3.2 Visual Exploration Tasks and Our Approach

• Task5: Taxi trajectories with specific behaviors in travel speed
(e.g., slow, fast, change from slow to fast).

S2

Street1 Street1 Street2 Street2 … ...

(a)

Massive trajectory datasets are acquired by taxis traveling over cities.
A taxi trajectory records consecutive samples at an interval of a few
seconds in a given time period. Each sample includes the GPS location (longitude and latitude), vehicle ID, speed, time, occupancy status,
direction, and possibly other attributes. A taxi trip consists of those
samples when the taxi was hired by customers. It then refers to one
taxi service trip for passengers.

• Task4: Taxi trajectories passing given streets and POIs;

S1

Street
Names

Fig. 2. Indexing of taxi documents. (a) An index of a trip document. (b) An
index of a trajectory document.

OVERVIEW

• Task3: Taxi trips with single or multiple POIs;

Taxi Plate Number
Pick-up Time

Travel Distance

3.1 Taxi Trajectory Data

• Task2: Taxi trips passing multiple streets in given time periods
with different logic conditions;

Index of a trajectory document of
a taxi in a given time period

Index of a trip document of a taxi
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TAXI D OCUMENTS

By introducing semantic meanings into the trajectory data, we create
taxi documents from massive trajectories on which text based searches
are applied. Taxi documents enable us to manage and search big trajectory data using text search engines. In an engine, each document of
a corpus is represented by an index consisting of multiple fields, where
each field stores a term. A term usually refers to words but may also
be a date, number, etc, whereas they are represented in a textual form.
The query criteria combine a set of given terms in the corresponding
fields. Next we discuss the trajectory and trip documents in Sec. 5.1
and 5.2, respectively. Then we summarize the search functions in Sec.
5.3.
5.1 Trip Documents
Fig. 2a shows an index of one trip document related to one trip of
a taxi’s service to passengers. The index includes the fields of Pickup and Drop-off streets and Times, and the attributes associated with
this taxi trip such as its Travel distance and Fare. The field of Street
Names stores the sequence of streets the taxi traveled. In particular,
the field of GPS is used to store the sequence of GPS points, which
is used to draw the trajectory in visualization. If the whole trip path
is not considered, it might only store the pick-up and drop-off GPS
locations.
A set of such indexes are generated for a collection of trip documents in a time period (e.g., one day). These indexes are stored in one
index file, C. Multiple index files can be queried simultaneously to
search trips in multiple periods (days). The analysis tasks in Sec. 3.2
are conducted by text search engine using specific query conditions.
Two examples are:
• Task1 Question: What are the pick-up and drop-off locations for
the trips passing S?
Query Condition: {S in Street Names in C}.
• Task2 Question: What are the trips picking up passengers at S1
during T1 AND dropping them off at S2 during T2 ?
Query Condition: {{S1 in Pick-up Street AND Pick-up Time in
T1 } AND {S2 in Drop-off Street AND Drop-off Time in T2 }}.

If the tasks are about a POI P (Task3), we first find the pre-computed
street segments close to P, and then apply similar street-based queries.
More complex queries with combined constrains and logic operators
can be implemented in a similar manner. For example, we can add
{Fare:[30 TO 50]} in the above queries to get trips earning between
30 and 50.
5.2 Trajectory Documents
Fig. 2b shows an index of one trajectory document related to one taxi’s
trajectory in a given time period T . The field of Street Names includes
the sequence of streets the taxi traveled during T . The field of DSpeed
stores the description terms (e.g., slow, fast) of textualized numeric
speeds. The Occupation Status is represented by Y or N at each point.
Using such an index for each trajectory, a document corpus is created and stored in one index file C(T ). Using the length of T as 10
minutes, a set of 144 indexing files jointly represent the data in a whole
day. Two example tasks they support are:
• Task4 Question: Given all the taxi trajectories passing S during
T , what is their average speed? How many are occupied?
Query Condition: {S in Street Names in C(T )}.
• Task5 Question: What are the taxis whose speed shows an abrupt
speed-up from slow to very fast (across normal) during T ?
Query Condition: {Slow VeryFast ∼1 in DSpeed in C(T )}.
Here a proximity search Slow VeryFast ∼1 is utilized to find taxis
whose speed suddenly changes from slow to very fast (see the search
functions and syntax in Sec. 5.3). In a similar manner, we can search a
long phrase Slow Slow ... Slow whose appearance may reflect potential
traffic congestion, or search VeryFast VeryFast ... VeryFast for finding
taxis who may have excessive speeding. Another interesting example
is to search consecutive street names Road1West Road2North, which
reflects a left turn. The returned trajectories may violate the traffic law
if such a left turn is not allowed. It is the textualization and text search
engine which provide a novel tool for users to conduct these jobs.
The indexing scheme of trajectory documents is different from that
of trip documents, because of their different analytical focuses. Users
study trajectories to learn traffic situations, while they are mostly interested in taxis’ behaviors when investigating trips. Due to such differences, we use the time-period based indexing approach C(T ) for
trajectory documents. Users can query the trajectories in multiples of
10 minutes. Surely T can be further reduced for more refined data
search which increases the number of index files. The benefit is that
this indexing scheme supports quick data feedback and visualization.
Instead, if one big index file for 24 hours is used, we will need to read
through all the returned documents and filter the results for a given
small time period, where the extra computation reduces time efficiency.
In summary, the design of indexing schemes of taxi documents can
vary according to the analytics tasks to be performed.
A text search engine maintains and manages an inverted index structure based on the indexing scheme of documents. It is designed to efficiently construct, compress, and manipulate all the document indexes,
as well as the inverted index structures (see [7] for details). For example, the Apache Lucene engine is deliberately tuned for scalable,
high-performance indexing [4]. The index size is roughly 20-30% of
the size of documents indexed. It is also optimized over memory and
disk to handle data indexing and queries. Utilizing the engine gives us
the power and flexibility of data management and interactive retrieval
for efficient visualization.
5.3 Flexible Search Functions
Taxi documents enable a new means of interaction between users and
taxi trajectories. Users can utilize flexible search functions combining
street/POI names and speed descriptions. Boolean, wildcard, fuzzy,
proximity and range queries are supported over taxi documents.
• Boolean Query: A boolean query combines multiple queries
of individual terms with boolean conditions. It allows users to
quickly conduct a task (e.g., Task2) which retrieves trajectories
by multiple conditions.

Table 1. Syntax of Queries.
Type
Term Query
Phrase Query
Wildcard Query
Fuzzy Query
Proximity Query
Field Query
Range Query
Boolean Query

Syntax
t
”t1 ...tn ”
s1 *s2
t∼
”t1 ...tn ”∼d
f :Q
f :[t1 TO t2 ]
Q1 OR(AND,NOT) Q2

Description
Find term t
Find ordered terms in a given phrase
Find terms leading by string s1 and ending with s2
Find term t approximately
Find phrase within distance d
Find a query Q in field f
Find terms lexicographically between t1 and t2
Find Q1 or (and, not in) Q2

Table 2. Query performance on trip documents.
Time
Index
Indexing Q1 Time Q1 Q2 Time Q2 Q3 Time Q3
Period
Size
Time (sec)
(sec)
Hits
(sec)
Hits
(sec)
Hits
One Day 297MB
9
0.15
25k
0.14
6k
0.19
39k
One Week 1.00GB
336
0.21
90k
0.19
19k
0.32
137k
One Month 6.55GB
2,012
1.75
590k
1.32
141k
2.85
918k

• Range Query: A range query matches the documents whose
terms fall into the supplied range. For example, we can query
taxi pick-up time between [07:00:00 TO 10:00:00], or query fare
of taxi trips larger than 30.
• Wildcard and Fuzzy Query: A wildcard query supports users
with single and multiple missing characters in query terms. Users
can query a street without clearly remembering the name in full,
such as north* for north ave or north str. A fuzzy query finds any
matched terms with Levenshtein Distance. For example, north∼
can find terms like lorth or nortn.
• Proximity Query: A proximity query supports matching words
within a specific distance in text. For example, a query of “slow
veryFast ∼1” finds those documents where slow and fast happen
within two consecutive words. The query helps users immediately find a speed change event from slow to fast beyond normal.
These functions flexibly support visual analysis tasks, which may require complex operations in traditional region queries with geo-spatial
indexing. Table 1 summarizes the query syntax. The complete syntax
and examples can be found in [3]. Users with knowledge of Boolean
operations need a small effort to become familiar with the query language. For novice users, we further design a form to fill in the query
fields without phrasing the queries.
The indexing model also facilitates ranking query results by customized scoring. Taxi trips can be ranked by the term frequency of a
street name (S), which implies how many samples are on S in a taxi
trip. This score reflects a trip spending lots of time on S. The ranking
can also be completed by the length or the fare of a taxi trip, so that
users immediately get the longest trip or the trip achieving the highest fare. The ranking scheme is very useful in visualization tasks to
provide users preferred information of query results.
6 DATA P ROCESSING AND Q UERY P ERFORMANCE
We use the taxi trajectory data of Hangzhou, China. Hangzhou has a
population of about 2.5 million and taxi is one of its major transportation methods. The dataset of a whole month (Dec. 1-31, 2011) has a
raw size of 77GB acquired by 8,120 taxis. Each day there is a raw data
size around 2.5GB in the format of raw GPS sample points and associated attributes (ID, speed, time, etc.). Data preprocessing consists
of several steps: (1) Remove erroneous (duplicated) records. (2) Add
street names and speed descriptions to the points after performing textualization (which needs map matching). (3) Create trajectories from
the points with the same taxi ID. Here the points should be sorted by
time since in a trajectory they need to be stored in sequence. For fast
computing, we sort and generate trajectory segments for each small
time interval (10 mins) of a day, and then join these segments for complete daily trajectories. (4) Find trips from the trajectories according
to the occupancy status. The total processing time is around 9 hours
for the dataset. This speed can be accelerated by using an advanced
map-matching method and parallel processing of the points and trajectories. In results, the size of the trajectory documents is about 38GB,

in which 10% is used for names. The size of the trip documents is
around 8.5GB with 6,734,497 trips. Next we show the performance of
name queries using Lucene with this dataset tested on a 64bit Windows
7 workstation (Intel Xeon E5620 2.40GHz, 24GB, 1TB).
Three queries are applied to the trip documents: (Q1) Search trips
passing Shangtanglu street; (Q2) Search trips passing Shangtanglu
AND Zhonghegaojia streets; (Q3) Search trips passing Shangtanglu
OR Zhonghegaojia streets. Table 2 is the query performance on the
trip documents for one day, one week, and one month period. It shows
that the query time on the whole month data is very fast at 1.75 seconds
for 590k hits (Q1), 1.32 seconds for 141k hits (Q2), and 2.85 seconds
for nearly 0.9 million (918k) hits (Q3). These times are proportional
to the number of hits. When users query one day (or one week), which
are the cases for most analysis tasks, the queries can be done within
0.5 seconds. The indexing is fast, e.g., one month data is completed in
around 22 minutes. Here the size of the index file is 6.55GB, which is
21% smaller than 8.5GB of the raw trip documents. This is achieved
by the data compression of the engine.
We further conduct Q1-Q3 queries on the trajectory documents.
The performance is shown in Table 3 for different time periods. Please
note that we use each index file for a ten-minute period as discussed
before. The query performance is fast, at less than 1 second for one
day/week data. For one month data that has 23GB index files, the
queries can be done in less than 5 seconds (i.e., 4.69 seconds for Q3
with nearly 2 million hits). The index size of 23GB is about 40%
smaller than the raw trajectory documents at 38GB due to the compression.
Table 4 shows the performance of proximity and fuzzy queries.
A proximity search “shangtanglu zhonghegaojia”∼10 and a fuzzy
search shangtanglu∼0.8 are applied over trip documents for one day,
one week, and one month data, respectively. The table shows that these
queries are completed with fast performance too.
Comparison with Region Query In our approach, users find trajectories or trips by simply giving street/POI names or speed descriptions.
It is different from the conventional method which provides spatial regions to find trajectories. The region queries are usually built up on
spatial databases where the hierarchical structures, (e.g., R-trees, Btrees, K-d tree) of spatial cells. Please note that the region query model
cannot easily implement queries by street names. It needs to conduct
geospatial region search and filter the results according to the geometry of the streets. For example, an approximate method [31] used a
set of small cells on the surface of a street to support users brushing a
street for querying. Each cell was handled as a region to complete the
query. This approach cannot easily handle name queries, especially for
search conditions involving multiple streets. On the other hand, our
model also cannot directly answer queries given a geospatial region,
since extra computing is needed to find the streets inside the region.
In the situations that users do not know street names, the map-based
query is still needed. In summary, the two query models are complementary to each other, which can be combined to fulfill various visual
query tasks of trajectories.
We compare our performance with the existing visual system of taxi
data by Wang et al. [31]. Following their method, we first find a set
of regions on the surface of the street, Shangtanglu, used in Q1 above.
Then we perform region queries using their method which combines
spatial trees with hash tables for indexing trajectories. Wang’s system
uses 712 seconds to create indexing from trip files of one week. Then
Q1 costs 0.53 seconds. In comparison, Lucene is faster using around
336 seconds for indexing and 0.21 seconds for the query. Note that
Wang’s system cannot handle the whole month data in one workstation, because it uses a great amount of memory in creating spatial data
structures. Moreover, its region query does not support searches with
two street names by logic operations, such as Q2 and Q3. Extra join
and filter algorithms are needed.
7 V ISUALIZATION S YSTEM OF S EMANTIC T RAJ
7.1 Design Rationale
Trajectory data dynamically evolves over geospatial-temporal dimensions. Users exploring the data conduct interactions over both spatial

Table 3. Query performance on trajectory documents.
Time
No. of Index
Indexing Q1 Time
Q1
Q2 Time Q2 Q3 Time
Q3
Period
Files
Size
Time (sec)
(sec)
Hits
(sec)
Hits
(sec)
Hits
One Day
144 794MB
77
0.17
38k
0.21
3k
0.28
63k
One Week 1008 4.98GB
840
0.89
257k
0.65
19k
1.0
427k
One Month 4464
23GB
3,951
3.66
1,169k
2.14
84k
4.69
1,921k

Table 4. Query performance on proximity and fuzzy queries.
Time
Period
One Day
One Week
One Month

Proximity Query
No. of Hits Time (sec)
5k
0.24
16k
0.29
118k
0.69

Fuzzy Query
No. of Hits Time (sec)
27k
0.25
96k
0.36
630k
1.03

and time dimensions. In the introduction we have exemplified complex interactions people need to conduct for different tasks. The major goal of SemanticTraj is to facilitate an easier and more intuitive
way for users interacting with trajectory data, which complements to
map-based visualizations and interactions. Therefore, the design of
SemanticTraj focuses on
• Helping users easily externalize their ideas of data queries: In
SemanticTraj, the visual interface allows direct input of semantic
names and terms as in a familiar text search interaction.
• Promoting prompt understanding of query results: The query results are shown on a map with geographic context with zooming
and panning operations. Visually studying them, such as finding what streets they traversed, is often confounded by cluttering while drawing many trajectories on road network. Semantic
information, including text labels and meta-summaries, is then
added to the visualization. The reason is that text is a very effective tool to enhance user understanding. Text labels are used to
show important information over the map, and meta-summaries
are used to automatically describe the behavior of individual trips
or a group of trips.
• Guiding users in data explorations with easy interactions: SemanticTraj helps users discover insights with guided data refinement and drilling down. A table view allows users to look
through all retrieved trajectories and select individual ones for
examination. Scatterplots, parallel coordinates, and parallel sets
are presented for users to find interesting results. Users can interact with meta-summaries to further drill down according to
interesting streets.
7.2 Visual Exploration of Taxi Trajectories
Fig. 3 shows the visualization interface of SemanticTraj. It consists of
widgets for query construction and showing a set of coordinated views.
These views are synchronized when users make selection or filtering
on each of them. Please watch a supplemental video of the visual
system. Next, we describe how the visual system facilitates effective
and efficient visual exploration of taxi trajectories. We use an example
of querying taxi trips passing Shangtanglu street in the morning (7am9am) of Dec 6, 2011.
7.2.1 Inputting Semantic Query Sentence
Fig. 3(1) is the input box of a semantic query. Users can write a textual
search sentence with name and time conditions. Auto-complete provides search suggestions with similar names. Lucene’s query parser
will process the input. For the example task, users input Shangtanglu
AND PickUp:[07:00:00 TO 09:00:00], where the AND combines the
condition of street name and the range query of pick-up time.
Users can alternatively open a form and fill in it to create a query
sentence. The sentence is automatically generated from the input
fields. Fig. 5 shows the form where users choose the time period, fill in
two street names, and select the AND operation. The auto-generated
query sentence is displayed in the input box. Proximity and fuzzy
queries can be generated in a similar way.

Fig. 3. Using SemanticTraj to visualize taxi trips which passed Shangtanglu street of Hangzhou, China in the morning (7am-9am) of Dec 6, 2011. See details
in Sec. 7. (1) Query input box accepting semantic query conditions as Shangtanglu AND PickUp:[7:00-9:00]; (2) Visualization control panel for adjusting the
appearance; (3) Scatterplot view for users to study search results. Other visual tools can be selected in this view; (4) Meta-summary of a selected trip which
automatically summarizes the trip fact; (5) Map view showing trip trajectories. Text labels are displayed on critical streets about its role in these trips; (6) A
meta-summary of the group of all 146 result trips. Users can interact with the name tags to filter trips.

Fig. 4. Using a table view to study individual taxi trajectories.

7.2.2 Displaying Query Results with Semantic Information
Map View: Fig. 3(5) is a zoom-in view of the acquired taxi trips on
the map. The paths of these trips are drawn with the same opacity, so
that the color density on a road reflects how often it is used by these
trips. Users can change the drawing attributes such as color, line width,
or opacity for their favorite appearance. They can also show the pickup and drop-off locations as map markers. These display options are
controlled by the panel shown in Fig. 3(2).
Text Labels: Text labels are given on a few streets, which show the
street names, the speeds of the trips, and the taxi counts on the streets.
For example, the topmost label in Fig. 3(5) is “shixianglu: medium:
15”. It indicates 15 taxi pick-ups happened on Shixianglu street and
the average travel speed on this street is medium. The system provides
a variety of labeling options to show the top streets where pick-ups
(or drop-offs) happen, or the top streets with a fast (slow) speed. The
number of labels is controllable by users to reduce clutter. They can
toggle on/off different items (name, speed, etc.) in the labels. Users
can also click on a street to show its label.
Meta-summary: Fig. 3(6) displays the meta-summary of the taxi
trips in textual description. It summarizes the total number of trips, the
speed information of this group, and the popular streets. From this report, users can get an idea of the retrieved taxi trips immediately. They
can also click on a name to refine the trips passing the corresponding
street. The summary can be toggled on and off by users.

Fig. 5. Users can fill in a form to automatically generate query sentence in the
input box.

7.2.3 Interactively Refining Query Results
Table View Users can study the attributes of all the result trips in a
table shown in Fig. 4. It displays the plate number (anonymized for
privacy protection), trip distance (length of the path), trip cost (computed by the taxi fare rule of Hangzhou), travel time, and pick-up and
drop-off streets. The table also shows the max, min, and average speed
of each trip. The trips can be ordered using different scoring functions.
Users can choose single or multiple trips from the table. Selected trips
will be displayed on the map (Fig. 4), while the major streets are labeled so that users can efficiently study the paths.
Scatterplot View Fig. 3(3) is a scatterplot which draws each taxi
trip as a dot. Users can choose the attributes mapped to the axes and
the color of dots. The attributes are trip distance, cost, traverse time,
pick-up time, drop-off time, max speed, min speed, and average speed.
Users can brush and choose a subset of trips for further study by selecting a set of dots. Moreover, users can hover over a dot to show its
individual meta-summary. The behavior of this trip is displayed in a
descriptive sentence (Fig. 3(4)).
Pick-up and Drop-off Relations A parallel sets view [19] shows the

Crime Spot
Witness1

Witness2

(a)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Provide shuttle buses for tourists of Zhejiang Museum after query taxi
trips leaving or arriving at the museum. (a) Taxi trips are shown where street
names with frequent pick-ups (potential bus stops) are easily found by the text
labels; (b) The PCP view of the trips show their attributes. (c) The parallel sets
view reveals the pick-up and drop-off relations.

relationships of the pick-up and drop-off streets (Fig. 6c). The top
streets used by pick-ups are drawn on the top horizontal line and the
top streets used by drop-offs are drawn on the bottom. The width
of ribbons linking two streets is proportional to the number of trips
traveling between them. A ribbon’s color is the same as the color of
pick-up streets. Fig. 6c shows that the trips starting from Gushanlu
end on a variety of streets. Users can click on a ribbon to investigate
the trips it represents in other views.
Parallel Coordinates Plot A parallel coordinates plot (PCP) helps
users identify trends as well as outliers of the taxi trips. For example, Fig. 6b shows that most taxi pick-ups/drop-offs happen between
8am and 10pm. Users can hover over a line to highlight a trip on the
map and see the meta-summary of the trip.
Circular Heatmaps Circular heatmaps (Fig. 9) visualizes the statistical data such as the average speed of streets (see Sec. 8.4). The whole
day is divided into 24 hours and each hour is represented by 6 arcs
so that each unit reflects the average speed (or other attributes) in a
10-minute period.
We use a qualitative color spectrum from ColorBrewer [18]. More
spectrums can be selected such as colorblind-safe palettes.
8

U SAGE S CENARIOS

We show the usability of our prototype in a set of illustrative usage
scenarios of taxi data visual analytics.
8.1 Provide shuttle buses for tourists
Zhejiang Museum wanted to improve their service to customers. The
museum clerks used SemanticTraj to query taxi trips with their own
POI name (i.e., Task 3). By inspecting the results, they found the paths,
popular pick-up and drop-off locations, and when passengers took
taxis to reach the museum. The museum would provide complementary shuttle buses based on the results. In particular, the clerks formed
the query input Pick-up:Zhejiang Museum OR Drop-off:Zhejiang Museum over a week from Dec 5 to Dec 11. Fig. 6a showed the results on
the map where the drop-off/pick-up locations were shown in green/red
dots. The visualization provided a general overview of their distribution, but the clerks need more information to decide the locations of
candidate bus stations. They looked at the meta-summary, where basic
facts of the 329 taxi trips were summarized. They toggled on the text
labels for the top pick-up streets (Nanshanlu, Beishanlu, Lingzhulu
and Yanggongdi). The street names and pick-up counts were displayed

(b)

(c)
Fig. 7. Find a criminal suspect passenger on taxi trips. (b) All result trips
shown on the map; (b) A list of the trips on the table; (c) One of the two suspicious trips.

on the map. These streets were good candidates. Users clicked on the
meta-summary and labels to filter trips passing a specific street.
The clerks further filtered the result trips in the morning and afternoon (not shown here). They found that Nanshanlu and Beishanlu
were used for pick-up and drop-off in the morning, but in the afternoon
Beishanlu was mostly used only as drop-off locations. This fact helped
them schedule the buses. Moreover, there was a far-away suburban visitor center of Lingyin mountain at Lingzhulu. The system showed that
most passengers took taxis from it to the museum in the morning. So
shuttle buses could be arranged there in the morning. The PCP in Fig.
6b allowed the clerks study attributes of the trips. For example, the
trips with a pick-up time of (14-17) were less than that of (10-14) and
(17-19), which can be used to decide shuttle bus schedules.
8.2 Find criminal suspect taxi passenger
A crime happened in Hangzhou at around 5pm, Dec, 5. The characteristics of the suspect was described by the victim and then broadcasted
on TV. One eyewitness reported to the police that he saw the suspect
on a taxi traveling at Zijinghualu Street at around 5:10-5:30pm, and
another citizen said that he witnessed the taxi at Wenerxilu Street at
around 5:20-5:30pm. To find potential taxi trips of the suspect, a police officer queried the trip documents by the two street names (i.e.,
Task 2) and the time periods. The query condition was {Zijinghualu

(a) Very fast traffic locations

Fig. 8. Identify taxi drivers’ abnormal behavior.

(b) Traffic jam locations
Fig. 9. Assess traffic situations of two streets.

AND Wenerxilu AND {Pick-up Time:[17:00:00 TO 17:30:00]} AND
{Drop-off Time > 17:20:00}}. Please note the times given by the
witnesses were not accurate so the query covered a larger time range.
Fig. 7a showed the acquired trips on the map, where their pick-up and
drop-off locations were shown as markers. The officer also marked
the positions where the witnesses were and the criminal site. Fig. 7b
showed the list of these trips on the table view. The officer browsed the
list and interactively clicked on each trip to inspect its path on the map.
The officer quickly identified two trips of Taxi 2 and Taxi 3 which
passed the site of the witnesses. Fig. 7c showed one of the two suspicious trips. The meta-summary described its travel behavior, including
pick-up/drop-off streets, passed streets, and speeds. The information
allowed the officer to further investigate the trip.
8.3 Identify taxi drivers’ abnormal behavior
A taxi company manager wanted to find drivers who had improper
driving performance in a day. The manager queried the trajectory documents to find taxis having an abrupt change of speed (i.e., Task 5).
She observed Fig. 8 which showed the results using the query condition {{Slow VeryFast ∼1} in DSpeed}, which implied speeding since
such a quick acceleration from less than 20 km/h to more than 100
km/h was not proper in the city center. The taxi IDs and the streets
related to these abnormal trajectories were labeled on the map.
8.4 Study traffic information over streets
The residents of Hangzhou wanted to learn the traffic information of
the city. In Fig. 9, a resident queried the trajectory documents of a
day with the names of two street close to his home, namely Wenhuilu
(blue) and Xueyuanlu (orange). The two streets were highlighted on
the map. Two circular heatmaps showed the average speed of them
throughout the day. The resident compared the two heatmaps. She
found that both of them had rush hours between 7am and 9am. She
also found that Xueyuanlu was much busier than Wenhuilu in most
time periods even in midnight between 12am and 3am.

Fig. 10. Assess city-wide traffic information.

In another scenario, a practitioner in the Bureau of Transportation
wanted to assess urban traffic situations. He queried the trajectory
documents by {{VeryFast VeryFast} in DSpeed}. Fig. 10a showed
the result locations, where taxis drove very fast were indicated in red
color. They manifested many major roads in Hangzhou. However,
many parts of these roads had intermittent red dots, which indicated
slow traffic.
He queried again with the query condition using ten continuous
Slows as {{Slow Slow ... Slow} in DSpeed}. This query sentence
is easily created in the proximity query on the form (Fig. 5). Fig.
10b showed the result locations, where a traffic jam possibly happened
since the retrieved trajectories had consecutive slow speeds. Visual labels in the two figures helped the practitioner quickly identify street
names.
8.5 Discussion: Benefits of Using Our System
In the illustrative usage scenarios, users are diversified including police officers, museum clerks, city residents, and taxi company managers. Our system is a good choice in completing their work for the
following reasons: (1) It is very convenient for these general users to
conduct searches by simply filling in street/POI names (or other descriptive terms). It would cost them extra effort to locate and select
(e.g. by brushing) the streets over a map. (2) Our system works fast in
giving results through a variety of visualizations. (3) The summaries
and labels are read quickly for semantic knowledge.
9

E VALUATION

9.1 Expert Feedback
We conducted in-person interviews with two domain experts: one is
an urban transportation researcher and the other one is a criminologist.
Both of them hold a PhD degree in their fields. First, we introduced
our method. Then we demonstrated our system with several examples
usage scenarios. Then, the experts used our system for interactive

exploration. Finally, they were provided a document describing our
methodology and system. A few days later, the experts fed back to us
with written documents of their opinions.
The criminologist has been working with police departments on
fighting urban crime. She provided the following feedback: “Visual
query using text search engine is an innovation for policing strategy.
Street or POI names are more straightforward to criminologists than
abstract geometry or spatial coordinates. This tool is very useful because it is closer to our understanding of the real place featured with
names instead of a virtual location represented by numbers. With
great volumes of trajectories data by virtue of everyday technology,
the sharing and utilization of these massive data have presented great
challenges for research and application in crime mapping. Moreover,
the concepts and technologies of Web 2.0 represent demands for useroriented interaction and collaboration. Most criminologists are not geographers or geographic information scientists. Hence, there is a huge
gap between spatial technology advances and policing needs. Most
current crime mapping tools rely on spatial query through geometric
regions or buffers on a map to search trajectories, which is not as intuitive and easy as visual query for domain scientists and common users.
This new tool addresses an emerging need to provide non-technical
users with an integrated platform for spatial exploration and visualization. This practice will open up a rich empirical context for interdisciplinary studies and policy interventions.”
The urban transportation researcher provided the following feedback: “As a former urban planner and currently an urban geographer, I
have spent years of efforts on understanding the vehicle flow on the urban street network and its uneven traffic distribution across space and
over time. Many methods have been tried, ranging from surveys and
field observation to spatial statistical analysis. However, these methods do not recognize the difficulty of big transportation data and impossibility of visualizing such data using conventional approaches. It
warrants notice that spatial distribution of real traffic flow in the street
network may vary from time to time, which poses a challenge to store
and query the data for real-time use. The developed tool can solve two
major issues: store and query the increasing data size especially realtime feature; analyze and identify the network structure of transportation flow in a fast and visual platform. This tool is a good example of
spatial intelligence, which allows efficient data integration for largevolume and near real time spatial and non-spatial data (multi-source
data). In addition it allows users who have very few spatial data handling skills to conduct space-time data analysis easily and effectively.
Hence, this tool can serve as a practice, research and education platform by delivering geographic information service in the data-rich age
which is featured by the unprecedented terabytes of digitized data. ”
They suggested that we improve the work mostly by making the
web-based system remotely operated by multiple users in real-time,
and providing more interactions for users to find more city data. These
comments provide several directions of our future work.
9.2 User Study of Visual System
We performed a preliminary user study with 15 CS graduate students
(6 females and 9 males with ages from 23 to 34). The goals of the
study were to evaluate whether the visual system is easy to use and
whether the semantic meta summaries and labels, is helpful in visual
analytics. The subjects conducted the study one by one. First, the subjects were given an introduction describing the system and the tasks.
Then, they practiced on the system for 5 minutes. After that, they
were asked to search for a street, Gushanlu, to find all trips passing
it using a name query. Next, they were asked to write down the answers to the following questions: “How many trips passed this street?;
“What is the maximum average speed?; “What is the top two pick-up
streets?; “What is the maximum fare cost?; and “How many trips start
from (nanshanlu) street?. Each subject conducted the above task in
two sequential sessions. Group 1 include half of all subjects (picked
randomly) who answered the questions using the full system (S1) in
the first session. Then they answered the same questions again on new
answer sheets using the system without meta-summaries and labels
(S2) in the second session. Group 2 including another half of the sub-

jects used S2 in the first session and S1 in the second session. At the
end of the study, they answered the following questions: (A) Overall,
do you think the system can help complete such tasks intuitively? (B)
To complete such tasks, which visual tools were more useful (Metasummary, visual labels, or other tools)? (C) To what extent the visual
system is easy to use: Very Easy, Easy, Fair, or Poor? and (D) What is
your suggestion for improvement?
The average task completion time using S1 and S2 were 2 minutes
and 5 minutes, respectively. 93% of subjects achieved correct answers
compared to the ground truth. There was no significant difference
on the completion time and correctness between Group 1 and Group
2. The results indicated that the meta-summaries and the labels were
helpful in accelerating the visual analytics process. For question (A),
all subjects agreed that the system was qualified in completing the
tasks. For (B), 67% of the subjects preferred to use Meta-summary
and Labels to complete the tasks. 33% of the subjects preferred to use
other visual representations (e.g., PCP and scatterplot). For (C), 73%
of the subjects agreed that this system was very easy to use and 27% of
the subjects said it was easy. In addition, the subjects were very excited
about our prototype. They suggested many ideas for improving our
prototype, such as showing more interesting information that reflects
the semantic of trips on the map; using the system for real-time data;
etc. This study showed that our prototype system is easy to use and
can be of great interest for urban trajectory study.
10 C ONCLUSION AND D ISCUSSION
We have proposed a new approach to interacting with massive taxi trajectory data sets. It utilizes textualization and taxi documents so that
the interactions can be applied through semantic rich operations. In
this paper, semantic information refers to the “meaning in language”,
where we map the numeric values of GPS points and speeds to names
and descriptions in natural language for easy query, visualization and
user understanding. Semantics may also imply high-level, summarized information describing the pattern and knowledge hidden in languages. We will further investigate in this direction where text mining
tools can be used to analyze the taxi documents for deeper insights.
The underlying text search engine provides a new way of data management and fast query support for various Boolean conditions, which
is complementary to existing region queries. General users are thus
provided easy, intuitive tools with enhanced guidance in their visual
exploration for a set of analytical tasks. We developed a prototype
visual analytics system with a set of visualization tools for users to
conduct interactive visual exploration. In the future, we will enhance
the system by improving the visual interface and disseminate the system to domain users.
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